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Tech ToolStacks and Frameworks
Now that we have an idea of digital spend and how to calculate it, let’s move to tools. A tech tool “stack” is
the combination of tools that your campaign is going to use to manage various areas of your field needs, fundraising needs, digital needs and more. “Stack” is simply meant here in the way that you would say “pile.” A tech
toolstack is the pile of tools you’re going to buy and make use of. As we talked about earlier in this document,
it can vary by size of campaign. Campaigns at bands one and two will likely only use 3-8 tools. Campaigns
at bands three and four will likely use 7-15 tools, and sometimes up to 20. Campaigns at band five might use
18-35 tools. It all depends on the team, the needs and the district, but this is a good idea of what you might be
looking at in each band.
There are over 300 tools in the political tech space, and it can be incredibly daunting to know where to start
when figuring out the toolstack for your campaign. “We are using Action Network as our email program and
Slack as our virtual campaign office, plus Petition Review to go over our signatures and Trello for tasks. We are
considering Relay for texting,” states Maggie O’Keefe, who ran for alderman in 2019 in the 40th ward in Chicago. “But do I have a total grasp of the tech landscape? It’s hard to say. I think the biggest thing for our grassroots campaign is cost. And we’re also concerned about how to quantify data.”
“I don’t know what I don’t know,” states Pete Burgeson, a candidate for Alderman of the 43rd Ward in
Chicago. “I am about to run, and I haven’t started using any of these tools yet because finding them is hugely
labor-intensive,not to mention that learning how to use them is sometimes mind-bogglingly challenging.”
Other candidates note the burning need for a framework. “Right now in my run I am using VAN/
VoteBuilder, and MiniVAN is the app for your phone, which has the voter file--that is the one tool I can think of
off the top of my head,” states Eileen Dordek, who ran for alderman in Chicago in 2019. “I don’t feel like I have
a good sense of the campaign tech landscape. I am aware of several tech options, but feel overwhelmed. And, I
don’t know exactly where to turn for information. I have gotten mixed reviews on several tech options so I don’t
want to spend the money on them.”
The good news is that Higher Ground Labs, a political-tech incubator in Chicago with ties to Silicon Valley,
has begun to build a center for tool-builders, identify the holes in the ecosystem, and build out frameworks for
what tools campaigns can and should use and how. They recently created the following graphic to show the
various areas in which a political campaign often uses tools.
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They later refined this chart to include a list of potential tools as well in each of the areas specified in the
graphic:
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It is unlikely that you will need to use more than one tool in each area of this chart, and in the case of small
and medium campaigns, using a tool in all of these categories is not totally necessary. This framework guide
will also never pull out one tool for use over another, but the ACRONYM tool guide of over 73 campaign tools
can help you do tool comparisons and get a recommendation of which tool to use in a competing set based on
cost, usage type and more. Still, let’s break out these major areas above and try to get a sense, based on campaign
size, where you would use a tool and where you can “hack it” without a tool using online free resources and
Googling.

Tool Stack Breakouts by Campaign Size
Campaigns vary in size and earlier in this guide, we outlined five bands of campaigns. The tool stack that
you would use at a school board campaign level is not the same one you would use at a Congressional campaign
level. Each band has its own ideal stack, but that will vary as well based on what you are dealing with in your
area.
Higher Ground Labs has broken out their categories into eight major areas. The Movement-wide and
Organizational Infrastructure categories are set off to the side for a reason. In a lot of cases, those exist outside a
campaign and sort of “buzz along” without needing any help from the inside. For example, Votergy, Countable
and IssueVoter are tools that people in your district can use to contact their legislators. Constituents use these
tools regardless if you will run for office or not. But, other tools in the Infrastructure areas, like cybersecurity
tools, are critical to have in your campaign, despite this area existing “off to the side” in some campaign worlds.
The chief areas within a campaign in the HGL paradigm are: Messaging and Media, Data Analytics and Modeling, Voter Engagement, Volunteer and Activist Mobilization, Research and Fundraising. Let’s break down each
one, and examine what you would likely use at bands one to five.
Before we do that, keep in mind: It’s not about attempting to use the newest technology. It’s about thoughtfully using the technology that’s right for your campaign to reach the voters, volunteers, and donors you need to
win. You don’t want to spend all your time trying to use and integrate tools and neglect call time. You want to
have a lean and agile team that records and uses data, and utilizes the best digital options for your district and
race size.
So...what should you use. Below are five technology “stacks” - cohesive sets of technology tools - for five
bands of campaigns. Bear in mind that each band is an example. You should adjust based on your campaign’s
level of funding, your comfort with tools, the dynamics of your race, and the voters, volunteers, and donors you
need to reach. If you have more money, or if a member of your kitchen cabinet is a total whiz at peer-to-peer
texting, you might decide to employ several of these tools even at the lowest band level. If you’re running in a
rural area where door-to-door canvassing is very impractical, you might decide to invest earlier in auto dialer
software for your “Get-Out-The-Vote” weekend to supercharge your phone banks and increase voter contact. If
you’re running in a State legislative district that overlaps well with a cost-effective TV or radio buy, you might
decide to move that earlier into your plans. We’re just giving you a starting point.
Here’s our breakdown of what to use in each band, with each seperated into two pages:
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Breakdown of Tool Types
Now it’s important to break out the different types of tools so that you know what’s available to you in every
category. There’s seven major categories of campaign tools that you will likely be using during your campaign.
They are messaging and media tools, data analytics and modeling tools, field tools (which manage both voter
engagement and volunteer and activist mobilization,) research tools, fundraising tools, cybersecurity tools and
team organization and communication tools. The thing about each category to know is that there is not just a
number of tools that all do the same thing and it’s choosing between those.
In each category, there are a combination of direct competitors, tools that do similar things, each with a
differing twist, and breakout tools that truly enhance the capabilities and reach you can have with the other
tools on the set. In some cases, like phone dialers, you might use one that does bulk dialing (more traditionally)
and then another beside it that just leaves messages for constituents (the innovation approach in the category
that supplements the main approach.) It’s up to the size of campaign you are running, how savvy your team is,
and what your district needs. Even more frustrating, some tools bundle many features together to try and do
everything and others are super narrow, doing just one thing. It’s possible that you might use a “cluster” tool-or a tool with lots of feature sets (like NGP VAN, Nationbuilder, etc.) for all or some of its feature sets, but have
to supplement with other tools for what it does not have. There’s no right approach, but it’s worth diving into a
breakdown of each area and it’s tools to know what is available to you.
So let’s begin.

Messaging and Media Toolstacks
Let’s start with messaging and media, as they are so critical to your race. HGL breaks out the Messaging
and Media world into the categories of Creative Asset Development, Message Development, Paid Media, Owned
Media and Digital Content, Content Testing and Optimization, and Earned Media. Paid media further includes
TV Targeting and Buying and Digital Ad Targeting and Buying, and Owned Media breaks out into Social Networks, Website and Blogs and Email and Direct Messaging. Don’t get overwhelmed by all these categories. We
will break them out in detail.
Let’s start with Creative Asset Development and Message Development. This is what you portray in your
“creative,” or the ads that you run. These might be digital ads that appear on Facebook, videos on Youtube or
Hulu, or even just what you post on your Facebook channels. In the case of message development, often this
comes from a few areas. First, the candidate has to infuse their personality and beliefs into the core of their
message. They also have to take into account their district, and what that area cares about. If you are running for school board in a district concerned with knowing about uses of funds within the school, that needs
to be part of your messaging. Messaging also includes what you say against other candidates. Messaging has
to be short and sweet, and consistent. When you have your messages, you’ll want to distill them into simple
“talking points,” which can permeate your creative and speeches to get across who you are. Repetition of your
core message is key. You want to make sure that your core message is what voters think of as soon as they hear
your name. At higher levels of bands, candidates might use companies for message development and creative.
They might use firms like Analyst Institute, Grow Progress and Avalanche Strategy to test their message and
determine which policies in their core message resonates most with voters so they can dedicate more resources
behind those areas of their message. They might also use tools like Aspire IQ, Countable, SmartShoot, FlipGrid,
Spark, Social Native and Collective Agency to make their creative. Some of these tools allow for viral content
to be made fast in a turnkey way by your fans, like Flipgrid and Spark, and others are more complex. But, at the
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lowest levels of campaigns, you can often figure out your messaging simply by talking to people at school board,
county meetings, and by Googling yourself and your opponents. At its core, messaging is both reactive and
proactive.
Second, let’s talk about royalty- free content tools. Because creative asset development does often require the
use of images, we are including with this type of tool two other tool types in the category of tools called Creative
Tools and Stock Footage, as those are needed for royalty-free image use inside a campaign. In our pre-campaign checklist, you will see that we recommend taking a lot of pictures of yourself in various backgrounds for
your team to use later. If you are not planning to use images, that you made and you own, you’ll want to make
sure whatever you do use is royalty-free, or else you might run into an image-rights issue. Sites like Shutterstock, Pexels, Getty Images have low-cost image packages of stock images that can work. If you need stock
video footage, which is often used as filler in campaign videos, you can find that as well at sites like iStock and
Pond5. Canva is a creative tool that easily allows for the making of social media images, flyers, invitations, banners and more. It’s filled with templates that can be modified, and images can be simply dropped into forms to
make something that looks very professional.
Now let’s talk about paid media tools. There’s a set of tools that are used to buy ads on TV and online. The
TV tools break out into TV Targeting (examples are Six Zero Five, Analytics Media Group, and Acxiom) and
TV Buying (Fourthwall and Strata). Digital Ad Targeting Tools/Companies that are commonly used are Civic
Analytics, DSPolitical, and Red2Blue. Google Adwords, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter have their own targeting tools as well. Many of these companies and how they interact with digital spending is described in our
Digital Media section.
Then there are tools for managing owned media and digital content. We tackled this in our earlier section
called The Free...or Mostly Free...Basics. There are some basics you can utilize within your campaign that are accessible at all levels, including the use of social networks, a website, blog, email and direct messaging. For social
networks, campaigns often use Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Linkedin.
Now let’s talk about social media aggregation tools. If the campaign can afford it (and this depends on
band,) the campaign might also use a tool like HootSuite, SproutSocial or TweetDeck to “pre-set” messaging
days or weeks in advance so they don’t have to be chained to their phone sending out media all the time. The
latter three tools are called “Social Media Aggregation” tools and they are very useful. They not only allow you
to queue up messaging--they allow you to see and interact with comments left across your social media profiles
fast. They also allow you to gather intelligence about what messaging is resonating and what is not through their
analytics, post one time across multiple networks and manage multiple contributors if you have a few people
working on your social media.
There are also Website and blog builder tools that can help you. There’s a wide world of tools, both free
and not, to aid you in the easy creation of a web site for your campaign. Tools like Engage Progress, Snapsite,
SquareSpace, Wix and Wordpress can make creation and management of a website easy. Candidates also
sometimes choose to add a blog or a written component to their campaigns, to explain policy or stances. Sites
like Medium are great for writing content and can expand what is called your “web presence.” Web presence is
basically what shows up when someone Googles you. Medium can also serve as a backup place to post “op-eds”
written by the candidate when local papers do not run your stories. If you don’t get out there with content explaining who you are, and stories to back that up, you might find that other candidates will do that for you. So,
better to take the reins and make sure that at least the first page of search results someone sees after Googling
your name are written by you. A few other tools that fit well into this area are tools that can build your website.
ShareProgress is used by band four and five campaigns to do full back end development and visual and UX development. Tools like Slaask can be integrated into your web site to allow constituents to talk with someone live
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via live chat without picking up a phone. NGP VAN, Blue State Digital, and NationBuilder go across the entire
suite of functionality and allow not only for building of web sites but for email and social posting and fundraising. They are as “one stop shop” as any tool can be in this area.
Most campaigns will use some form of email and direct messaging tools, as well. These are tools that allow
you to send emails to the contacts you have collected. As we talked about in previous sections, the messaging
can be about fundraising, policy or events. A big thing you will learn being a candidate is that it’s hard to get
attention so, mostly, these tools allow you to remind your constituents that you are out there and fighting for
them. Tools like NGP VAN, Mailchimp, CampaignMonitor, and more allow you to: segment your audience,
easily send emails, track open and response rates, and pre-set emails for future dates. NGP VAN, Mailgun and
Zauis add more functionality for band three, four and five campaigns as they are aimed at developers that send
large amounts of email that want to A/B test their emails and integrate with APIs. Tools like Chatfuel and Grove
AI focus more on network and Facebook Messenger, allowing you to move into conversations or ignite conversations via instant message about things pertaining to your campaign.
Which brings us to content testing and optimization tools. These tools allow you to test your messages as
they go out and gauge popularity of one message over another. These can be simply analytics tools like those
found in Facebook, Youtube or Google via Google Analytics, but also include tools like Optimizely, Swayable
and GrowProgress. These tools focus hard on the science of prediction and personality traits, as well as the power of storytelling, to make sure that you resonate. At bands three, four and five, they can make a real difference.
Finally, there are earned media tools on the PR side, to help you with press hits. These tools allow you to
contact traditional media sources like reporters and bloggers to get stories out about yourself via regular news.
This might be in the paper, on the radio, in a TV interview or via a blog or influencer shout-out on Instagram.
This series of tools includes PR tools like Cision, Grouphigh, Buzzstream, Muckrack and Meltwater, which allow
you to pull large lists of reporters and bloggers by segment (e.g. political reporters and bloggers) but also tools
like Izea, Catalyst, ViralNation and Shoutcart that allow you to pay for influencers to shout you out on their
Instagram streams and similar.

Data Analytics and Modeling Toolstacks
Data Analytics and Modeling tools manage everything from how you get to the voters in your district to
how you aggregate your data and map your district to how you model and target voters and track fundraising
analytics.
Let’s start with data sources themselves. We covered a bit of this in the earlier data section, but tools like
Targetsmart, Catalist, Political Data Inc. El Toro and L2 are your direct data sources for voter information. Different groups tend to use different tools. The DNC effectively serves as a data provider to the campaign space,
works with TargetSmart to enhance the core data files, and provides their own modeling and analytics on the
voter file. No matter what, you’ll need a data source for any race you run. Only at the very smallest levels can a
campaign rely on a data sheet from a previous candidate or get information directly from the Secretary of State
in CSV or Excel format.
Once you have your data source, you will need to get and use a Voter and Volunteer CRM or Customer Relationship Management tool. As described earlier, CRM refers to tools that allow you to track and manage your
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voters contact information and create specific messages for them based on their actions taken related to your
campaign. CRM tools include NGP VAN, but also Groundbase, Crowdskout, VoterGravity, Salsa, Salesforce,
Sugar and NationBuilder. Most campaigns will use VAN/VoteBuilder to track and manage their voter lists and
voter contact, and then another CRM or tool to track their fundraising and supporters.
Data tools also include data aggregation and mapping tools and companies like Neustar, Vertica, Resonate,
Blastpoint, BlueLabs, LiveRamp, Verto and others alongside Targetsmart, Catalyst and L2. Many of these companies offer “matching services” as well where they will match voter file profiles to online profiles to target with
ads. These tools exist across tech companies and product-based companies and politics. Data aggregation and
mapping tools exist to take huge “tables” of data and crunch them into meaningful analysis so that you can act
on all the numbers. These tools can allow you to input a ton of data in and then create dashboards to see maps,
for example, or how your district breaks out in terms of stances or demographics or age, and much more. In
addition to characteristic data, these companies can help you monitor behavioral data, so that you can see who
consumes news via which sites, who is more likely to use an app vs. a site, who is consuming news via a browser vs. a smartphone, and much more. It’s all about figuring out the nitty-gritty of WHO is in your district and
HOW to reach them, in great detail.
Voter modeling and targeting tools help you break down the sea of people that you need to convert into
votes and donations into discrete chunks by demographic, income, and more. Companies such as BlueLabs,
Clarity Campaign, Civis Analytics, and Haystaq, among others are the most prominent analytics firms in the
space. These tools use what is called “big data” for “custom analytics”. This means that they don’t just include the
name, address, and phone number of someone on their lists. They have a lot more data from cobbling together what is available online about a citizen, and they then turn this into micro-targeted messaging and lists for
campaigns to use. For example, your district might have a sizable Latina population that tends to care about x
issue and is active on social media, and an Indian-American population that tends to prefer TV and direct mail
and cares about y, and a millennial population that -- across all racial groups -- tends to care about Z and can be
reached best via Facebook and texts. These firms can help you segment your messages to these different chunks
of constituents and reach each in them in the ways that they prefer to consume media. No one message or one
channel fits all. Companies that work with big data have not only mastered aggregation and modeling, but they
also often have experts to decipher the data and act on it for you as well. Bands four and five are most likely to
have the funds to hire and use voter targeting and modeling companies.
Fundraising analytics also falls into data analytics. Fundraising analytics focuses on identifying potential
donors rather than voters. We talk about some of these in the future section around Fundraising, but tools like
Calltime and RevUp and organizations like Grassroots Analytics and Bluelabs can take your CRM data and help
you apply automation and AI to it in order to know who to call first and who to leave further down on your list.

Voter Engagement Toolstacks
As we talked about in the last section, campaigns are likely to use both a voter and a volunteer CRM tool to
manage their contacts with potential voters and donors and also what their volunteers are doing on the ground.
They are also likely, at bands four and five, to use voter modeling and targeting companies to aid them in figuring out how to reach various demographics with various messages via various channels.
Moving past this, there’s a sea of tools that aid directly in voter engagement that are operating alongside you
as you run. You will likely want to use them to spread the word to your base about these tools using social meTech Yourself
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dia and field tools. We will examine field tools soon, but let’s first look at tools that up voter engagement. There’s
no need to reinvent the wheel to get people to activate. If you want to include support for these tasks for your
voters, link out to the following organizations from your website.
TurboVote, Vote.org and Rock the Vote offer tools that allow voters to register to vote, request absentee ballots, and receive election reminders. Ballotready is an app that users can download and use IN the ballot box as
they are voting to get in-depth analyses of who they are voting for (Ever see a sea of judges on a voting form and
feel totally lost? Yeah. They solve that.) YourVoterGuide, WeVote and Sayyay take a similar strategy, and LiveBallot lets you fill in a sample ballot ahead of time that you can copy when in the booth. IssueVoter and iCitizen
allow you to enter the issues you care about and get targeted alerts when Congress is about to vote on those
issues. You can contact your rep within the tool and see their record when it comes to votes and vote outcomes.
The more your constituents use these tools, the more engaged they will be. In general, there’s not enough
connecting people and politics, so remember that a rising tide raises all boats. At ALL levels of campaign, you
should encourage your base to use these apps and tools.

Volunteer and Activist Mobilization Toolstacks
Volunteer Mobilization tools begin with Volunteer Management tools. There are many tools campaigns
can use to recruit and manage volunteers. Most campaigns use NGP VAN’s extensive volunteer management
functionality, but there are other tools you may want to consider in addition to NGP VAN. The Action Network
is a progressive online organizing platform. Anyone can become an organizer by creating a free account. With
that account, organizers can publish actions to the public, such as a petition to an elected official, an event RSVP
form for a meeting the organizer is holding, a survey form to collect answers from a community, a fundraising
form to collect money for an upcoming campaign, an event page to sell tickets to said event, or a letter campaign to have activists email elected officials. As other activists take action and fill out the forms an organizer
has published, those activists are opted in to the organizer’s email list. Using the built-in mass mailing tool, organizers can contact that list of activists whenever they want, and download the data on their list too. Similarly,
Hylo is basically a forum for community engagement, or a dashboard tool that let’s teams of volunteers communicate in real time even if they are scattered across a state. You can list events, projects, communities, and talk
live.
Mobilize America takes a different route. It allows campaigns to register their events on its site and then
has a front-end for people that want to volunteer so they can view events in their area and instantly apply to
volunteer. When you register your event on their site, it will synch with NGP VAN, allowing your campaign to
not have to upload lists later of who came to an event, add notes, etc. It all happens seamlessly. It allows you to
create shifts and consult an analytics dashboard as volunteers work. You can also share events with partners.
Partners and campaigns can track signups and volunteers together through co-branded event feeds and signup
pages. Additionally, people who find your events and sign up get a seamless process into and out of the event,
with reminder emails and instant volunteer possibilities within seconds.
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Field Tools Across Voter Contact and Volunteer Deployment
Across the areas of Voter Engagement and Volunteer Deployment, we come across the vast landscape of
Field Tools. Field Tools are tools used “in the field,” or out among the houses and people in your district--to get
voters, volunteer mobilization and more.
Field tools break out into eight major areas. Those are mobile canvassing tools, grassroots action tools,
mapping and turf-cutting tools, event tools, phonebank platforms, dialer tools, peer to peer testing tools and
relational organizing tools (both a huge hit in 2016).
Mobile canvassing tools are made to allow your teams on the ground to knock on doors, have a conversation, and instantly record what they learned on their phone for easy upload into your CRM. They go handin-hand with turf-cutting tools, and give your volunteers instant, easy-walkable lists and maps of where to go
in chunks that they’ll knock off in one volunteer shift. So let’s examine both. First, let’s talk turf-cutting. This
exists in various forms, at varying cost levels. NGP VAN allows it and facilitates easy mobile phone info entry
via their app MiniVAN, but other options like Victory Guide and Empower Engine, both aimed at down-ballot
candidates, are emerging.
Empower Engine allows a campaign manager, field director or volunteer team lead to see their district data
organized over visualization maps, to get data on where different people are and which areas to prioritize for
different efforts. They will show where your NGP VAN targets are densest, so you can canvass there. You can see
where many Spanish speakers live, so you can send your bilingual canvassers to that area. Before a new organizer starts, their campaign manager or data director can send them key maps of their turf, so they can hit the
ground running. This tool generates maps of census, voter data, field data and analytics data in seconds. Their
printing press of maps makes it trivial to give every organizer personalized maps of their district, and organizers can also pull up their own maps without knowing anything about mapping technology. Empower Engine’s
Click-And-Color Maps can be used to track where you’ve sent canvassers, which races a caucus is prioritizing,
or anything else about districts. Click-And-Color Maps also help split a district into good organizer turfs for
those following the Obama organizing model. Empower Engine’s field data maps automatically update nightly
from NGP VAN.
Victory Guide is similar, but has pre-cut door knocking turfs already cut and ready to go, for campaigns
getting started that want to make sure they are sending their teams to targeted doors. A team on the ground
can instantly pull a turf, knock the 35 doors in the turf, and record what they learn via their phones into the
app, before pulling another turf to move on to. Additionally, Victory Guide has a built-in dialer tool so it’s ideal
for local school board, county, and rural and suburban areas. At all levels of a campaign, you need a strategic
approach to knocking on doors, and not just knock on every door -- you don’t have time for that. Walklist and
Ecanvasser are other companies that easily allow for cutting turfs to make canvassing routes. ESRI offers a free
option for turf cutting, that can also be found in the free Resource Guide at the end of this document.
When canvassing, mobile canvassing tools come into play. Other tools can integrate with turf-cutting tools
to help your teams record data on the ground. MiniVAN is the app attached to NGP VAN that allow for uploading data while you work on the ground. Tools like Knoq and Polis allow you to pull easy walk sheets with
scripts you can use door to door and logging tools with its own voter file amplified by its own canvassing team
that’s gone door to door collecting data. Some tools focus on analytics and dashboards. The tool Organizer
gives detailed metrics by team and canvasser, real-time live analytics for managers to help their teams with corrections, and reports on optimal canvassing times and most impactful routes and teams.
Grassroots action tools are tools that help you increase engagement in politics in your area and hopefully,
by doing this, get more people engaged in your race. Oneclickpolitics, for example, auto-rotates six messages at
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once to reduce the chance when sending a large lot of emails that a lot of them will end in spam folders. They
claim an 86% greater chance of not being flagged as a form email and sent to spam. Change.org allow for easy
writing of petitions and signing online, this can increase engagement in politics in your area, hopefully leading
to more people voting. New Mode has automated patch-through dialing and emailing that removes the need to
even take out your phone. These tools are meant to mobilize communities by issues, but can be used to also cut
through when it comes to your own messaging and race. Sometimes called “advocacy software,” they focus on
getting large groups fast access to leaders to sway a vote for fast political change.
Events tools, which we talked about briefly before, are tools that allow you to easily run events for your
campaign, track attendees, sell tickets and more. These range from the simple, to free meetups using Facebook
or Meetup.com online, to more complex, like Eventbrite, which allow for ticket sales, analytics, and easy social
sharing. Mobilize America is the most complex tool around events from the data side; it allows you to sync with
VAN on the back end, and has a turnkey way to give volunteers easy access to events in their area and simple
signup. If you’re using a tool for fundraising events, make sure you’re following all the campaign finance laws,
especially around who can legally donate to your campaign and the data you need to collect on every donor,
such as occupation and employer.
Phonebank platforms are comprised of tools like 5Calls, CallHub, HubDialer and also exist within NGP
VAN. They have various approaches. The most traditional phonebank platforms used within campaigns would
be ones that allow you to group contacts into “phone books” and assign them to teams or to the candidate for
calltime. They allow for taking notes within the tool while on a call, and leaving a message or robo-calling if
needed. NGP VAN has a phone banking suite of tools inside it, but CallHub, for example, easily integrates with
VAN. Some allow for easy work-from-home calling, like HubDialer, simple functionality that walks a new
volunteer thorough the numbers one by one, and has an easy script and field for notes as they talk to someone.
You can simply load your numbers and script and set how to deal with voice messages, invite your volunteers to
help you with calls, and go. Some tools don’t even ring through, but prefer to let users just listen to a voicemail.
ParagonVoicemailDrop.com is a marketing software that is respectful to consumers by sending a voicemail
to their phone without a ring or a missed call. The do-it-yourself set-up means it can be launched in minutes
with your voice, your message, on your schedule.
Dialer tools are used for automating thousands of simultaneous calls at once. Some of these tools also allow
for alerts and texting. Dialpad, Callfire, CallTime.AI, LiveVox and Sideline fit into this category. These tools try
to take the pain out of making tons of phone calls by automating a large number of calls to go out at once, and
(sometimes) transferring any calls that get a live voice response instantly to a representative. They can do automated survey and polls, leave messages if someone does not pick up, relay info within a team, and give analytics.
Innovations in this type of tool usually include a donor research component, that the AI sorts for you. CallTime.AI , for example, eliminates a lot of human research by collecting and displaying federal, state and local
giving histories, generates machine-learning algorithms and an ask amount for every contact so you know what
to ask for, places the calls and collects pledges and sends follow ups and enhances donor information with social
media context alongside demographic data and multiple phone numbers.
Peer-to-peer texting tools hit with a splash in 2016, which we will cover in more detail later. How do these
work? Using an online program, volunteers send text messages to voters. The campaign creates a personalized,
authentic outgoing message containing the voter’s name and identifying the sender as a volunteer. Each volunteer sends several hundred messages within hours, and then fields responses with scripts predetermined by the
campaign. Peer-to-peer texting mimics how people already use texting—for talking to friends and family. Because recipients feel like they are talking to a real person (and in fact are), they’re more likely to read, ask questions, and take action. Companies in this area include Hustle, Thrutext and Callhub. Hustle and Thrutext and
Callhub stand out however for their ability to regulate compliance when it comes to texting political messages.
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Relational organizing tools are another huge standout from 2018. Relational Organizing is based talking
to people you know, like your own friends and family members, about the things you care about to persuade
or inspire action. It has its roots in the union organizing world. In the union organizing context, an organizer
used to sit down with a worker and a list of their co-workers, and go name by name through that list, asking
open-ended questions like “Who is the most respected person who works in this department? What are the
social groups? Who hangs out with who? Who do these folks look up to?” When enough organizers repeated
this exercise enough times with enough workers, they were able to form a deep, composite understanding of
the webs of relationships and leadership in every part of a workplace. They could engage, recruit, and train the
workplace leaders to effectively mobilize the co-workers in their network. Relational organizing of today comes
in the form of tools like VoterCircle and Team by The Tuesday Company. Team app empowers your supporters
to engage in direct friend-to-friend outreach by identifying targets in supporters’ personal networks for them to
contact via text, Facebook Messenger, phone or email. Basically, as a candidate, you can harness and send messages through your friends and team to all the people they know that could vote for you. People are more likely
to take action when someone they trust asks them to. To envision how these tools work, imagine dropping the
social networks of all your friends and team members into a pile, over a map, and then being able to target who
they know in your area with key messages. Team helps you more effectively engage potential supporters, voters,
persuadables, and donors with trusted messengers through modern communication methods such as Facebook
messenger and text. Votercircle uses a similar tactic with email and social sharing, allowing you to target warm
prospects, and also sway undecideds and identify who might be a “super-influencer” in your area. (I.e. someone
that uses social networks a lot and knows a ton of people in your district.)
Other relational organizing tools vary their approach. Outvote allows you to follow both campaigns and
organizations to take simple actions to make change. While using it you can also see who in your social network
is forgetting to vote and prompt them to get engaged. You can invite friends and complete actions to “level up”
in the tool, a fun gamification extra. VotewithMe takes a more direct approach of simply showing you which of
your friends in critical swing districts are not voting, and giving easy prompts to get them to vote. Ironically, relational organizing tools buck the trends when it comes to their usefulness from bands one to five. Unlike other
tools, which often are made for the highest levels of campaign because of their high dollar donations, relational
organizing works best at smaller levels when it comes to tools like VoterCircle or Team by The Tuesday Company. Bands one, two and three are best for these tools, because the districts are contained areas like counties or
cities and can be mapped more efficiently. By bands four and five, when you are at the level of an entire state, as
you will see below, it makes sense to move to OutVote or Votewithme instead.
Millennials have been innovating in this area with approaches that bring a collaborative approach to voting.
Motivote is an app that makes voting fun, social and competitive. It’s the first peer-to-peer platform that uses
gamification, group accountability and real-life rewards to incentivize taking steps to get ready to vote On Motivote, your volunteers form teams and recruit broader networks of friends and family to commit to vote. They
keep each other on track, competing to complete preparatory actions for points and prizes. They then hold each
other accountable by verifying they voted with a selfie. The tool builders estimate that their 18-29-year-old users
are 3x more likely to vote in the midterms than their peers. VoteTogether is another play on voting in packs.
The group throws parties, salons and BBQs around voting periods so that you can turn voting around you into a
social event. Community groups can apply for grants to host parties in their neighborhoods.
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Research Toolstacks
At all levels of campaign there are various elements of research that you need to do--both on yourself and
on your competitors, to make sure that you use the most optimal messaging. There are four areas that fall into
Research.
First, there is polling. Polling is going through some seismic changes right now, based on the fact that most
polling results in the industrial midwest were wrong around the 2016 election. It’s an industry that is catching
up to the digital age. At all levels of campaign, you will do some sort of polling, but it might vary how you get
the results and who runs the testing. Firms like CallFire, Qriously, Database Systems Corp and Change Research are examples of polling companies you can use, but at the most basic levels, using companies is of course
optional. At the lower levels, you can lean on your state party or other organizations around you to run polls
so that you can get a sense for where you are, but not have to spend the funds yourself. Polling can take various forms. Media often will run polls with a simple “Who are you voting for in the race” callouts on their sites,
urging readers to click for one candidate or the other. Polling can also happen via calls or robocalls. Callfire
can automate calls to your district using either candidate preference polls (e.g. straw polls), issue voting polls,
or even calls to action (“You indicated that you intend to vote for x. Would you be willing to contribute to his
campaign or put a sign in your yard?”) Qriously does not use calling. They replace banner ads on smartphones
with modules asking questions, getting real-time results via a digital approach. Change Research focuses on
down ballot races and uses a mixture of both to attempt to create more affordable polling for candidates with
lower budgets.
The second area that falls into Research is social listening and sentiment research. This is likely done at
bands three, four and five, but can happen at any level. This type of company focuses on measuring “sentiment,”
or emotional reaction from the public to an issue or message. This type of research is not just used in the political area. It’s used to measure sentiment on everything from new TV shows to new products from brands. If you
are in a local race, you might feel that you have an “ear to the ground” in your area if you attend enough local
events to watch the ebbs and flows in how people feel about policy. But at any level larger than a local school
board or county race, it can be hard to see where people’s minds are at any given day, and sentiment analysis and
social listening helps. “Social listening” happens via tools like Crimson Hexagon, Sprout Social, Redflagai and
TweetDeck. These tools use AI and keyword tracking (for example, tracking how often the words “mad” and
“metoo” might be happening on a given day in user social streams, and collects tag clouds and charts of what
is on people’s minds at any time. They can do mood analysis, find critical historical “change points” for socially-based changes of view on topics (like LGBTQ and trans acceptance in various areas,) and map an “emotional
landscape” on various topics like climate and equal pay. Tools like Media Meter and Canvs are more about
tracking what customers are saying about your product, show or political brand via traditional media, like TV
or radio, but have the same ideas behind them. Some tools/labs are focused on innovating social listening itself,
like the MIT-based Electome.
Opposition Research and Media Monitoring tools are used in the area of tracking what is being said about
you and your opponents in the media any given day. Political winds can turn on a dime, and one badly-worded
tweet can ignite a firestorm. Companies like Media Meter, Project Vantage, Factbase, Vigilant and Every Politician and IQ Media exist for candidates to both run dossiers on themselves to see where they might get attacked
(which sadly you must assume will happen) but also to figure out where to defend or attack on your own should
someone try a smear campaign against you. At all levels, the digital managers behind this guide recommend
running basic opposition research on yourself, even if this just means writing down everything you can remember that might be an issue with your team and googling what comes up under your name online. Never enter a
campaign blind to what could be used against you.
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Policy Research and Legislative Tracking tools are tools that allow you to see where the public stands on
various policy issues that you might be considering as you make your platform. There are various networks
online that allow people in a district to correspond with their leaders, and these tools can also monitor what
is being said and give you insights. Tools like IssueVoter and Countable and icitizen control information flow
from citizens to their elected officials. Tools like Trackbill track bills so you can see what is coming up for vote
and sound off on it. Tools like Crowdshout allow you to see what’s being said in social media policy and issue-based posts geographically located around you. Even at the most basic level, it’s a good idea to stay tuned to
sites like Popvox to see what local legislation is being voter on at any given time. Tools like fiscal note are more
grassroots lobbying tools that can track policy research. Bands four and five are most likely to use these tools,
but at any level you can monitor.

Fundraising Toolstacks
Fundraising tools come in all shapes and sizes, and center around six areas. You will need to vary tactics at
different sizes of campaigns. Some tools are incredibly useful at all levels, like NGP VAN and ActBlue. Others,
like payment processing tools for custom web sites, are only needed at the highest levels.
Before we begin discussing, dialer and caller tools, such as those discussed in the field tools area, are a
strong piece of your fundraising toolkit as well. The reason why has to do with the cost of VAN. For instance,
Band One campaigns still need a way to manage their one-on-one fundraising flow with 100+ prospects/donors
but the full-scale nature of VAN and it's monthly costs might not sense for them. While an Excel/Google Sheet
is inefficient, costing them a ton of time to manage. For Band Two campaigns, there is extreme reluctance to
take on the long-term, full-bore expense of VAN and/or a fundraising team (consultant, call time manager, etc.,)
in the earliest days of the campaign, when it's less clear if you'll raise $200,000 or $300,000. You can end up in
a Catch 22 position of having to bet big on expenses associated with fundraising to show early traction when
funding objectives will not be met. If you are stuck between the high cost of VAN and the inefficient nature of
Excel, fundraising tools like CallTime.AI can cut the difference. CallTime.AI allows you to optimize your donor
outreach from the very start of your campaign and it might be wise to onboard CallTime.AI to see if you can
afford VAN in the long term if you are in band one or band two. Band Three campaigns and beyond, they have
the heft and (hopefully) sophistication to understand that onboarding specialized tools to serve specific needs
exceptionally well is ultimately more impactful and cost-effective than trying to force your campaign's behaviors into the box prescribed by any one technology or platform. For those campaigns, you can still use tools like
CallTime.AI to focus specifically on maximizing the fundraising process, donor prospecting, and donor relationship management is a critical enhancement to the platforms they are using as their central, global campaign
CRM (such as NGP, PDI, NationBuilder, etc.).
The first level of fundraising tools to be aware of is donation portals and donation processing tools. This
includes tools like NGP VAN, ActBlue, Democracy Engine, SnapSite, the Groundwork and CrowdPAC. NGP
VAN, ActBlue and Democracy Engine have simple donation forms that candidates can set up in minutes, that
can be linked to from your website for donations. NGP VAN’s donation processing is fully integrated with the
NGP VAN fundraising, compliance, organizing and volunteer management tools. Democracy Engine’s main focus on cyber safety while allowing users to give multiple donations at once. The ActBlue platform is: mobile-optimized, has one-click donations, saves user information for future donations, allow for A/B testing and allows
custom branding on all forms. NGP VAN, Snapsite and The GroundWork and NationBuilder are multi-use
platforms, that enable donations alongside email and site making capabilities. NationBuilder in particular also
offers fundraising pages with built-in payment processing for both one-time and recurring donations. CrowdPAC allows potential candidates to raise contribution pledges while the are “testing the waters.” It works like a
crowd-funding site -like KickStarter or GoFundMe-, but to raise momentum and capital before you announce.
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This innovation allows candidates to test interest for their campaign before even announcing which is very
useful when you are gauging interest. CrowdPAC is optimized for social media use, and even allows multiple
candidates to run one pledge campaign together. The important thing about all these tools is that they are FEC
compliant, and make financial reporting easy.
There’s a subset of tools around donor experience that includes CrowdPAC as well, alongside Invest Blue
and Bstow. These apps are pulled aside, because they focus on the donor experience in various ways. CrowdPAC
allows donors to pledge without investing directly if they want to indicate support for a candidate, but Bstow
adds on functionality like spare change donations, and Invest Blue provides financial counseling.
Most campaigns will use a Donor CRM tool to track their fundraising as they go. NGP VAN is used by the
overwhelming majority of larger campaigns, but tools like NGP VAN, Kindful, Voter Gravity, Salsa and Salesforce can help you easily move potential donors down a “funnel,” tracking outreach, conversations, and each
step getting you closer and closer to a donation given and more larger donations after the first. At the earliest
levels of running, you can get away with a Google sheet or Excel, but at band two or higher, things get very confusing very fast if you don’t monitor who has talked to who and when.
Finally, you will need payment processing and regulatory compliance and reporting. Let’s talk about payment processing first. At the lowest levels, using a one-stop-shop can be particularly valuable (e.g., NGP VAN,
does both the fundraising tracking and reporting, and ActBlue, Democracy Engine, NGPVAN and CrowdPAC
offer online fundraising tools that will collect all the information you need for easy processing). Larger campaigns, especially national campaign, will likely have multiple payment processing streams. You’ll often see this
come into play if there is an online store, or some campaigns will use ActBlue with their email program, and
NGP VAN pages for their high-dollar fundraising program.
For compliance and reporting, this is basically making sure that you report everything correctly as per
campaign laws on your taxes. NGP VAN has reporting features built into it, and especially at the federal level,
is considered the standard. For non-federal races, every state and locality will have their own rules and systems
for reporting. NGP VAN’s tools will often integrate with the state, but sometimes those state/local agencies have
very few options and will require you to manually key in all your information a second time.

Cybersecurity Tools
We covered some of this in the Cybersecurity section, but there are tools that you are going to use to make
sure that your team is protected. Some of these range from the most common sense advice we gave before
around using tools like Signal and Wickr, Datadog, Fastly and Cloudflare. Cybersecurity tools break into three
areas: those used to encrypt team communications so that it’s not easy for hackers to hack into emails or IMs
and gather data that could be harmful; tools that monitor your network (including servers, etc.) for malware,
and tools that protect from DDOS (and similar) attacks. These are not the only tools you would use to protect a
campaign, but they are a great start.

Team Organization and Communication Toolstacks
You will use various tools to organize your team while running a campaign. These tools are often brought
in at various levels based on how dispersed your team is (are you all in a room at lot at one time, or all working
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from home or from the road), how tech-savvy they prefer to be and how much experience the campaign manager had before they came on board. Some teams at county and school board level use Zoom, Slack and Docusign
because these tools are ubiquitous. We won’t get too into the weeds here, but we’ll give you a general sense of
what HGL calls “Internal Communications/Tools for Productivity, and add in two quick columns as well for
campaign strategy/management and hiring/training.
Put simply, Slack and Wickr are team dashboards that allow for teams to communicate on tasks. You can
have multi-channel conversations and share documents while working in real time. As we discussed, Wickr
is more encrypted, but Slack is used in offices worldwide and needs less training. Call tools for video chat like
Zoom, Anymeeting and Appear.in make calls easy without people having to be in an office. Docusign makes
getting signatures on documents simple. Sometimes people use the Google G-suite (Google Hangouts, Gmail
and Calendar) and call it a day, but others know and prefer tools like the above. In general, the more people you
have on a team and the more mobile that team is, the more you will need a few of these simple team management skills.
While the tools above offer to-do lists and the ability to cross them off, most campaigns at band two and
higher will need a project management tool like Trello that allows them to actually track projects in motion.
Trello let you use features like “cards” and “boards” to track projects across teams and departments, and easily
see where things are and cross things off lists. Basecamp, Asana, Monday and ClickUp are competitors that
have similar functionality.
Budgeting tools can also aid campaigns in band two and higher to manage budgets across teams. Divvy is a
tool that lets your team allocate funds to “subscription” cards for predictable expenses and “burner” cards for ad
hoc purposes. You can categorize expenditures in real-time, and always have a sense of your budgeting analytics. FreeAgency and Freshbooks are potential alternative tools to Divvy.
Campaign strategy, team hiring and training also come into play when it comes to team management. At
higher levels, training becomes more and more important. At lower levels, you can usually train friends to do
the tasks that are needed alongside you. Organizations like the Analyst Institute or the Arena are making huge
strides in helping campaign managers organize their team, and the Arena, Wellstone, National Democratic
Training Committee, Resistance School and Campaign Greenhouse have courses for campaign staff to learn the
basics of running a campaign.

2016 Standout Tools and Tactics
The big breakouts this past year included two new tools, and one new tactic: social mapping tools, deep
canvassing and peer-to-peer texting tools.

Relational Organizing Tools
“Relational Organizing” is the idea that we can mobilize voters based on their relationships and trust with a
volunteer on our campaign to create better mobilization. People trust friends and acquaintances a lot more than
someone just met at the door or on the street. Relational organizing tools make it incredibly easy for supporters
and fans of your campaign to “open” their social network followings to you and spread messaging throughout
those networks. Basically imagine all your supporters tossing their social maps over each other over a map of
your state, so that you can see the eventual cluster of “who knows who” within your entire network when you
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stare at your district. It’s incredibly powerful.
Let’s talk about what works with this tactic. Once you select your platform, it’s important for core field staff
to undergo thorough training on how to use it. For successful relational organizing, we’ve found it has to be a
core part of your organization’s infrastructure -- so be mindful of how different tools will integrate into your
voter file management systems. It’s best to treat relational organizing as a function of your field team, but it
can simultaneously be a part of your digital outreach strategy and fundraising efforts. It requires organizers
to recruit volunteers to use the tools, follow-up with them to make sure they are successful in using them, and
promoting the tools at house parties, phone banks, canvasses, and fundraiser events. Also, relational organizing can and should be built into existing field events, like phonebanks and canvasses. They don’t replace those
activities, but can provide an opportunity for your volunteers to dramatically increase their efficacy by investing
a small amount of additional time.
Successful strategies for launching your programs with relational tools depend on the particular tool. For
some tools, you will want to make sure to target the volunteers and supporters who you think may have the biggest reach in your district first. This means major endorsers and political figures, and highly-connected people
like local union leaders, teachers, parents who are involved in the PTA, people who lead volunteer groups, etc.
These well-connected community leaders can make a big impact, so focusing your volunteer recruitment and
follow-up on these individuals can increase your program’s efficacy for some tools. That said, digital forms of
communication -- particularly text and Facebook Messenger -- allow relational programs to transcend geography, and relational organizing tools like Team generate the most impact when they are adopted by every volunteer, not just the well-connected folks.
You will want to make sure to target the volunteers and supporters who you think may have the biggest
reach IN YOUR DISTRICT first. This means major endorsers and political figures, and highly-connected people
like local union leaders, teachers, parents who are involved in the PTA, people who lead volunteer groups, etc.
Again, if someone’s network is spread all over the US, or from an area they just moved from, they are less ideal
than someone who’s entire network is in the area. For this reason, this type of tool is mostly successful outside
of large cities and inside suburban or rural areas, ideally in southern towns, where it’s more unusual for kids to
move away from family.
Relational organizing tools also share some common strengths and limitations, as we learned in 2018. Their
strengths of this tactic are:
•

Ease of mobilization: Relational organizing is generally very good at mobilizing users
fast in your “base universe” or voters who are likely to support you and are likely to
vote. Because of the way that we often self-sort into relationships with people who are
like us, your existing volunteers are going to know lots of people like them - potential
supporters, volunteers, and grassroots donors who just haven’t heard about your campaign yet, but will act fast once they do.

•

Getting to more people: Volunteers can generally contact many more voters through
relational organizing than conventional field tactics. Three hours spent knocking
doors may result in 5-10 conversations with voters. Half an hour spent using a relational organizing tool may result in 20, 50, or even 100 contacts with voters your
volunteer knows.
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•

Mobilizing trust: Relationship-based conversations are just more effective than
cold-conversations with strangers. We trust our friends and family when they tell us
something, more often than not.

Now, the limitations.
•

Time and resources are needed: Relational organizing done without tech requires
a great deal of resources to train campaign staffers and volunteers on strategy and
implementation. Relational organizing tools such as Team alleviate this limitation by
substantially decreasing the time and resources needed to build effective relational
programs that scale.

•

Recruitment: For universes of voters who are less engaged and less supportive, you
need to recruit volunteers who know them.

•

Usage of tools: The success of relational organizing tools - like all field tactics - is
highly dependent on the inputs you generate. To get to scale, you’ll need to get a lot
of volunteers to use the tools - just like you’d need a lot of volunteers to hit all your
targeted doors.

In a congressional race in Seattle in 2016, a team recruited 300 volunteers to use Votercircle as a relational
organizing platform. Those volunteers mapped relationships with 75,000 voters and contacted 50,000 of them,
but it took months of dedicated effort by 3 organizers to get there. It took a long-term investment of time and
resources, just like any other effective tactic.
Why should you use relational organizing? Today’s millennials are 38 at the top end. They are very used to
getting their opinions online, via their network and friends and family. If you do not tap this trend, you are out
of date. The Analyst Institute - an organization that sponsors, runs, and reviews high-quality experiments from
progressive campaigns all over the county - has identified relational organizing as one of its top research priorities for 2019. To see more best practices on this type of tool, see this article by National Democratic Training
Committee.

“People are looking to have more meaning in their lives.
It is a sign the technology community is coming of age.”
								- John Doerr
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Deep Canvassing Field Tactics
Another buzzword you’ll hear is “deep canvassing.” You’ve probably read articles like this one in the NY
Times, talking about the promising results of using Deep Canvassing techniques to sway voters on deeply emotional issues like transgender rights and women’s right to choice. For a great overview or refresher, this article
from Five Thirty Eight is a good place to start.
Deep Canvassing techniques use listening rather than talking to sway voters on deeply emotional issues. In
a normal campaign, a person goes to a door, tells someone to vote for someone, might answer some questions,
and leaves. It’s a very rote approach, and one that does not take the person being talked to into question much.
But in deep canvassing, a volunteer shows up at a door and simply begins to ask the person questions about
their community, how they feel on issues and what they want to be changed. This active listening can engender
trust, uncover new talking points and messaging points, and bring real change in communities. The approach
has five basic steps when someone knocks on a door, according to a Callhub article:
1.

Ask for the voter’s opinion on a certain issue and explore it

2.

Ask for the voter’s personal story or experience pertaining to the issue

3.

Connect a personal story to the voter’s initial opinion

4.

Engage with their initial concerns and opinions and give them time to ponder

5.

Get back to the original issue and seek their opinion

It’s an empathy-based approach. The data available to us so far indicates that - unsurprisingly – it can be
very effective. But, it is effective most in certain areas, the most notable in removing prejudice. One of the most
effective deep canvassing studies to date was done by transgender people who wanted to listen to their community about how they felt about people that were transgender. The fact that it was transgender people doing
the cavassing, the listening, and the work resulted in a deeper impact. The key to their campaign was sharing
their story, listening to the other side, and then highlighting common humanity. Here are the things happening
behind the scenes as the volunteer enacts the steps above, according to an article in Callhub:
1. Self-persuasion is one aspect of social influence. In simple terms, voters take an active
role in persuading themselves to change their attitudes or thoughts on a particular issue.
The canvasser plays no role in persuasion, rather they place voters in situations where
they persuade themselves to change. This motivation comes from within, canvassers don’t
have to put in the extra effort to change minds.
2. Active Processing is an approach that facilitates experiences, role-playing, simulations, and scenarios. Here, people apply what they already know. So, when the voter is
presented with the canvasser’s experience or thoughts on a particular topic, the voter tries
to generate, re-organize, and self-explain it to himself. This way, it makes the voter think
and talk about their own experience.
3. Perspective-taking is rather simple. It considers or understands an issue from an
alternative point of view. When canvassers share their perspective, it makes voters ponder and consider the alternative. Sharing their own experience adds value as they see the
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same old issue in a new light.
4. Cognitive Dissonance is the tension that comes from holding two conflicting
thoughts in your mind at the same time. This is when your actions don’t match with your
belief. The act of deep canvassing helps people realize that their beliefs and actions don’t
go hand-in-hand, compelling them to change (voters decide on their own).
But it’s not all wine and roses. There are some down sides. Deep canvassing has been shown to be effective
at moving voters to change their stance on deeply personal issues. But the word “effective” is relative here - it’s
meant in comparison to alternative methods of voter persuasion, which have shown an average effect of 0. Some
studies have shown Deep Canvassing to move 1/10 voters who are contacted by a well-trained volunteer using
a best-practices script. That means you’ll need a LOT of conversations to move enough voters to make a difference in your campaign. Because these conversations are longer (as is the time required to train volunteers), your
volunteers will knock on fewer doors and contact fewer voters than volunteers using traditional techniques.
Deep Canvassing sacrifices quantity in exchange for quality. That leaves you to figure out how to scale up your
effort to get the quantity of meaningful contacts needed with move the number of voters you need to move to
win.
But, on the other hand, there has never really been a good tactic before for non-persuadables, or for those
listed in a district that are firmly on the other side of a candidate and voting the opposite way. In this case, if
removing prejudice and highlighting shared humanity can bring them to the middle, then in a future campaign,
perhaps they can be coaxed even further to the Left. Most campaigns simply focus on those that they know are
already voting for their party, those that are undecided in the middle, and those that might not be voting at all
but just need to register to do so. The power of this new tactic begs the question; perhaps we should not be ignoring all the “non-persuadables”, but instead using deep canvassing as an initial tactic, years before an election,
to take an area with deep prejudice and reduce it, thereby moving more people to undecided. Then the next
wave of candidates running can try to move those independents into their camps. It’s worth some thought.
If you do want to try this route, find an issue that your district has deep prejudice about. Maybe it’s an
influx of muslims moving into the area, a bill around healthcare, or a fight about gun control. Find canvassers
that best represent the side that you are trying to gain empathy for to canvass. Send immigrants or sick people
or parents who have a kid that went to a school where a shooter started firing, along with allies to help translate
for them and protect them if things get rough. Train your team, and make sure they understand all the steps.
Don’t use your normal routes as you’ll want to canvas with list of addresses that are not in the Voter File. Try to
do a quick test, and see where the results take you.
You will want to use the right tools as well. RoutePlanner is an affordable solution to plan walking routes
for your canvassers and collect their results. In many communities door-to-door canvassing doesn’t work.
Campaigns should send canvassers to the area where people already congregate in their communities such as
flea markets, sports fields, barber shops and beauty salons. Survey 1-2-3 is a wonderful mobile app to collect
such local intelligence from their supporters about hotspots where people congregate. Have a long-term plan for
what you are trying to accomplish and be able to back that up to your campaign staff and supporters. (For example: I just ran for and won the House of Representatives, but by an incredibly narrow margin. I know that if
I work on getting my community to be more empathetic around x and y, I can get more voters into the independent category and perhaps even sway them in my next election or two, since I have to re-run every two years.”)

Peer-to-Peer Texting
Peer-to-peer (P2P) texting has become a critical tool for reaching voters. From candidate name recogniTech Yourself
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tion, election awareness, volunteer recruitment, persuasion, to answers about a candidate’s policy statements,
absentee voting information, early voting awareness, and GOTV efforts. Tools like Relay and Hustle have made
it simple for you to upload the mobile phone numbers of anyone in your district, and then you can text them in
a format that looks like a friend is writing them casually. Their messaging often goes something like “Hey ____,
I noticed that you live in ____ and a group of us are meeting at _____ to talk over Fred Scott’s campaign. Can
you come too? Free coffee on us!” Senders just fill in the blanks and in a few clicks, the messages are out. To
get around legal compliance issues and bulk texting laws, senders simply have to click once per text sent, which
can be a little tedious, but is made very fast by the tool (and the need to send every one out with a click means
that you can customize some of the most critical.) Conversations can start almost instantly within the tool as
the text streams go out and the tools streamlines the ability to respond fast so that you can be having 20 conversations at the same time. This tactic appeals in many ways to today’s digital generation, which we will examine
further in a minute.
We covered how it works in the earlier section on Field Tools, so now let’s talk about its benefits, because it
was a standout tactic in 2016.
Here are some key benefits. Texting increases voter turnout. Studies have produced a variety of positive
results: a 3% increase in turnout, 3% again, 0.9-1.6%, and 50%. Texts have a nearly 100% open rate and a high
engagement rate (10-24% of voters respond to the initial message) compared to a 9% answer rate for phone calls
and 6% open rate for emails. Texting meets voters where they are. U.S. cellphone users are now spending up to
5 hours per day on their phones. Texting is an excellent way to reach a likely progressive demographic. According to the Pew Research Center, cell phone owners are more likely to be young rather than old, black or Latino
rather than white, college educated rather than uneducated, and urban rather than rural. “Reliance on smartphones for online access is especially common among younger adults, non-whites and lower-income Americans.” Although whites, African Americans, and Latinos have similar rates of smartphone ownership, nonwhite
populations tend to rely more heavily on their phone for internet access, making it the ideal gateway for voting
information.
That’s not all. Texting provides a way to connect with logistically hard-to-reach voters. This includes: voters
under age 35, who are less likely to have landlines or to respond to phone calls or voicemails (a majority of
Americans now have a cellphone but no landline), people who have moved and have out-of-date addresses and
landline numbers in the voter file but for whom the cellphone remains accurate, and voters in rural areas who
are neglected by door-to-door canvassing because it isn’t feasible to reach them all. It also spares other resources: voters who have been identified as supporters by texting can be removed from the list for mailers, door
knocking or phone calls. If they respond to the text and can be ID’d, campaigns can skip the more costly and
time-consuming methods of voter contact.
Here is what worked in 2018 using this new tactic.
•

Being strategic and specific: The more specific campaigns were with their targeting, their replies to voters, their accessibility by answering questions or offering local
events to meet community members, and their social media presence, the more successful their underlying peer-to-peer texting outreach could be.

•

Identifying support levels early: By kicking off texting earlier in the campaign cycle,
candidates could “clean up” their voter lists and customize their field operations
across voter support levels. Third, prioritizing data collection and quality control.
Campaigns should think carefully about what data they are collecting and how they
are going to use it to ensure what’s captured is both easy for volunteers and accurately
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reported in VAN. Campaigns should have a mechanism for reviewing conversations
volunteers are having to ensure that conversations match with campaign-approved
language, as well as the data they are collecting to ensure accuracy. There was value in
providing helpful information to voters.
•

Sending general notifications, as well as campaign information. Voters appreciate
being sent educational tips and reminders - election date, polling location and hours,
required ID if applicable. If voter suppression is occurring at particular precincts,
rapid response texts containing voter hotlines can make the difference for a vote being
cast. People trust someone who is trying to give them basic information without
selling them.

•

Coordinating texts with parallel campaigns. Candidates using this tactic also found
value in coordinating texting between multiple candidates. Particularly for state and
local candidates, coordinating texting programs between two or more campaigns both
saves money and multiplies name recognition.

•

Keep a good conversation going. If someone engaged, they ported that high-quality
texting conversation over to the field operations.

•

Responding fast was key. Voters appreciated timely responses within one day. By
responding to voter questions within 24 hours, it showed that candidates were listening to them.

•

Timing of texts to campaign seasonality was key. Candidates who timed texting to
occur directly preceding polling found that they had increased name recognition.
Candidates who timed texting to occur in areas directly preceding canvassing noticed
that the different types of outreach in close succession reinforced each other. Utilizing
relational organizing once support is confirmed was also very effective. Earlier in the
campaign, voters can be asked to send the candidate’s website to five loved ones. Closer to Election Day, to reach out to five friends or family members who don’t always
vote but would be supportive of the candidate.

•

Letting anyone voluneer from anywhere. Harnessing out-of-district volunteer energy for peer-to-peer texting was key to the entire field operation. Through the conversations with voters and in researching answers to their questions, volunteers develop
a stronger connection to the campaign and district. This makes them more likely
to contribute their time and resources in other ways, whether it be donating, phone
banking, or canvassing. Volunteers are extremely willing to text, and often interest can
be oversubscribed - when that happens, it’s key for the campaign to be clear on what
their most immediate volunteer needs are. If you need it, as well, volunteer organizations like Red2Blue run by Haley Bash can set up whole texting arms for your organization.
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How to Best Organize Your Team
There’s a variety of team members that circulate around campaigns, and also a variety of ways they can be
organized, depending on the level of campaign you are running. But, before we discuss that, let’s discuss how
YOU fit in. In many campaigns, the candidate is the “media figurehead”, but the team around them runs the
entire show. In good situations, the candidate and the team is synched enough that the personality of the candidate can come through and the campaign can make a splash. But in bad situations, the team overshadows the
candidate, and smothers their personality and message to the point where the person can’t be seen anymore.
Don’t let your team restrict your access to be you, real, vulnerable and funny (if that is your style). They can
take their cues from you, but they can’t take your personality. Make sure they know that.
Now, onto hiring your team. It makes sense to review the types of team members you will need first, and
then we can examine some organization charts that show how these team members can be organized for maximum success within your run. For simplicity, we broke these organization charts into three sizes. Despite the
fact that we broke out five campaign sizes earlier in this document, there is less change around org charts then
there is around tool stacks. The small campaign organization chart corresponds to band one campaigns. The
medium organization chart corresponds to bands two and three. The large organization chart corresponds to
bands four and five.

Team Components
Here’s an overview of the most important team members that are needed within most campaigns.
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As we will talk about in the following section, there’s a variety of roles that at the smaller campaign level are
covered via a contractor or consulting agency at medium and small campaign sizes to protect costs that blow
out to become real director roles in large campaigns.

Best Teams for Digitally Informed Campaigns
Our Staffing Guide and Campaign Organizational Charts were created as guidelines to assist in the
thought-process behind building your campaign staff and infrastructure. It is encouraged for every campaign
manager and candidate to understand the uniqueness of their campaign and adjust the staffing to best address
the strengths and weaknesses; these are just general templates to give you a framework. You can access the Staffing Guide here. The guide is divided into the campaign departments with each position designated if it would
be needed on all campaigns, medium-sized campaigns, or just large campaigns.
Now let’s talk about organizational charts. For the basic staffing structure for a small campaign, or a campaign in band one as per our campaign size breakouts (local school board or county level,) please reference the
graphic below.

This is how a small campaign at the school board or county level is designed in terms of leadership, from
the top to the bottom. It might be too large if you are running for a simple school board race, so bear in mind-this is just to give you a snapshot as the race you are running now is likely not the only one you will run in your
lifetime.
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As you can see, the candidate is always at the top, but really it’s the Campaign Manager that makes the
decisions for the team. This person has a Treasurer that is often parallel to them, with light reporting role to the
candidate sometimes as well. Under the Campaign Manager you have: a Legal consultant, a Digital consultant,
a Field Director, who has Field organizers under them, and a Finance Director or consultant that also might
report to the Treasurer. Every small campaign is different! But, if you are going in with no idea, here is a great
place to start, and remember, everyone will be taking your cues from you.
In all levels, how do you begin your hiring? Start with the basics. What a lot of candidates know is that you
don’t start at the beginning with a campaign manager. There is a step before that. The first two positions that
a campaign will need to fill are the Treasurer and Legal Counsel. Most campaigns are legally obligated to have
a Treasurer and that person’s name will appear alongside the candidates on most official campaign filings and
paperwork. By law, the treasurer is responsible for the campaign’s record keeping and report filings, but often
times the campaign treasurer position is symbolic and the actual accounting is outsourced to professionals. For
that reason, the Treasurer position is often filled by a volunteer with a personal relationship with the candidate.
It is beneficial to have a lawyer review the campaign filings and committee formation to make sure everything
is done properly. A lawyer is not required to be on retainer for most small campaigns though. Most training
programs will walk you through the basics of this hiring.
The next two positions you need to fill are Campaign Manager and Finance Director (or consultant). Getting your campaign fundraising going needs to be a candidate’s top focus early on. If your Campaign Manager
is able to handle the fundraising initially, they should be your first hire. If this is not the case, consider hiring a
Finance Director before the campaign manager. In fact, many large sized campaigns will have multiple fundraisers on board by the time a campaign manager is hired. Again, most basic training courses will cover this
area, and give you leads as to how to find hires in your area.
Once you have all this in place, it’s time to bring in your Digital consultant, and at the largest level, a Digital
Director. A Digital consultant is essential for small and medium campaigns, and only at the largest levels will
be offset with an internal team. This is especially true if the campaign’s finance director is too busy with eventbased and call time fundraising to focus on digital fundraising and outreach. We’re going to “pull back the veil,’
however, later in this guide, on what digital firms offer, and show you what they do behind the scenes, so that
you might be able to take some of it on yourself and offset your cost.
The last hiring steps is to hire on a Field Director and as many Field Organizers as your budget will allow.
This is the crew that uses field tools to make calls, send texts, knock on doors and get your name out in the community as far and as wide as possible.
In small campaigns, each employee will wear a lot of hats. As campaigns increase in size, so will the number
of departments, as well as, the number of specified positions within each of those departments. For example, the
Campaign Manager of a small campaign will act as the campaign’s Policy and Political Directors when each of
those positions on a large Senate campaign would have their own departments. Across all levels of campaigns,
it is crucial to remember that interns are your best friends. Campaigns should focus on building internship
programs that can plug young, motivated workers in all different departments across the campaign. Also, small
and medium campaigns by far and large rely on consultants for legal, communications, digital and similar, because hiring firms offsets the high cost of having experienced, in-house team members.
As campaigns grow, the early staff are able to begin to shed some of the many hats they have been wearing.
Responsibilities such as research, communications, and digital might start to their own staff, as well as additional consultants to handle mail and polling amongst others. Here is a look at a medium-sized campaign’s org
chart. This chart corresponds to bands two and three of the campaign sizes broken out earlier in this document.
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In other words, aldermanic levels, small mayorals and some of the smaller statewide races in less competitive
states.

You will notice that still at this level, it’s rare that a Digital director be hired. At this level, a Digital consultant is still used because that is more cost effective than actually paying for the headcount costs of adding
someone to the team. In this size of campaign, also, at the largest levels you might see digital, legal and communications areas flip over to full-time staff, but for now, they are likely still consultants.
When it comes to how to incorporate a Digital team into large campaigns, they can be organized in two
different ways. A recent development amongst some campaign structures includes placing digital staff “embeds” within fundraising, communications, and field departments. “Embeds” just refers to people hired and
embedded within a department. In other words, people in each department are placed carefully to report back
to Digital, so that nobody gets tangled up when trying to share data across tools. This structure allows each department to have a staffer with digital expertise while the Digital Director manages the macro digital program,
data/targeting, and budgeting. Individual responsibilities for each department embed are summarized in the
staffing guide. This is one way to organize your Digital team within a large campaign, or a campaign at bands
four or five in the size breakouts we mentioned before.
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But, because there are various ways to do this, here is the other common contemporary way to incorporate Digital into a large campaign. In this org chart, you can structure the staff with a more traditional digital
department where the Digital Director works with the digital consulting firm while having digital assistant(s)
within the department that can be directed to work on projects that benefit the other departments. Take a look
here for a band four or five campaign org chart without digital “embeds” just to compare:
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Again, there is no “right” or “wrong” way to do this, but we wanted you to see some organization so that
when you do have the make the call on your campaign structure, YOU are in charge and understanding things
from the get-go, vs. your campaign arranging it all for you (and perhaps arranging it all in a way that is not optimal from a digital perspective.) These charts can operate as a guide as you win your races and move on to win
larger and higher seats. The Management Center helps leaders working for social change in the areas of team
organization and management, and can provide more detail if you need it here.
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